
Module1 

Answer Key 

Textbook 

Unit 1 

Reading 

A- 

1- Hroub uses, balloons, hula-hoops, toy cars and 

puppets to explain her lessons. 

2- Parents often refuse Al-Hroub’s method which 

focuses on play but then they realise that her 

methods improve behaviour. 

3- Hroub plans to establish her own foundation and use 

some of her winnings to train other teachers to 

follow her approach. 

4- Answers vary.  

B-  

1- False (she always wanted to be a doctor). 

2- False (she teaches in an elementary school). (she 

teaches eight-year-old pupils). 

3- False (she buys her tools herself) she pays for the 

tools with her own money. 

4- True 

Vocabulary 

1-Praise     2- violence   3- employ    4-outfit   5- struggle 

Grammar 

A 

1- uses      2- refuse   3- improve    4- play 

5-don’t - know 

B 

1- is talking     2- am studying      3- is improving 

4-are playing 

Pronunciation 

 

Æ a: 

Ant Art 

Flag Palm 

Glad Calm 

 

Listening 

A 

1- b. Watad       2- a. 10       3-c. yellow     4- a. Fridays 

B 

1-  false       2- True       3- True            4-False 

Writing   Answers vary 

  

Workbook 

Unit 1 

Reading 

A 

1- Because he didn’t have an e-mail. 

2- Buying bulk tomatoes (buying and selling 

tomatoes). 

3- Two years. 

4- Answers vary 

B 

1- D     2- C    3- B      4- A 

Vocabulary 

1- manager       2- unemployed 

 3-exist               4- astonished 

Grammar 

A 

1- drives 

2- work – am studying 

3- is sleeping 

4- is raining 

5- runs 

B 

1- Are you doing 

2- Does she usually stay  

3- is your mother preparing  

4- Does he wake up 

5- Do you live 

Listening 

A 

1- C. behavior 

2- A. street 

3- B. open 

B 

1- F 

2- T 

3- F 

Writing 

Answers vary 
 

 



Answer Key 

Unit 2 

Reading 

A 

1- It is targeted for the visually impaired 

people. 

2- They are published on a YouTube 

channel. 

3- Volunteers use mobiles for recording 

and laptops to do the montage. 

4- It doesn’t cost anything. It is absolutely 

free. 

5- Answers vary. 

B 

1- C     2- D     3- A      4-B 

Vocabulary 

1- For the benefit 

2- Meet …….. needs 

3- Have access 

Grammar 

A 

1-Has   2-Have raised   3- Have 

4-Eaten     5-Hasn’t 

B 

1-D      2- A      3- E      4- B       5-C 

Listening 

A 

1-F    2- T   3- F 

B 

1-B      2- C       3- A 

 

Focus on 

1- to the south 

2- to the east 

3- to the north 

4- to the north west 

5- to the west 

6- to the north 

7- to the west 

8- to the south 

Unit 2 

Reading 

A 

1- When customers buy coffee, they also pay in 

advance for a cup to be given to somebody 

who cannot afford it. 

2- It started in Naples, Italy. 

3- It revived again in 2011. 

4- Answers vary 

B 

1- T            2- F          3- F 

Vocabulary 

Examples 

- My friend is sometimes boring. (i.e. He 

makes me bored).  

- She gave me a confused look. 

1- suspended 

2- stressing 

3- required 

Grammar 

A 

1- Have ….. eaten 

2- Haven’t planned 

3- Have….. read 

4- Hasn’t ……. fed 

5- Has …… bought 

B 

1- What is she working on? 

2- Where has he returned from? 

3- What has Maya done?/ What has Maya 

passed?/ When has Maya passed the test/ 

Who has passed the test? 

4- What does Susan enjoy?/Who enjoys 

reading? 

5- Who does this car belong to?/Whose car is 

this? 

Listening 

A 

1-watering     2- paper      3-year 

B 

1-F        2- T        3- F 

Writing 

Answers vary 
 



 

 

Module2 

Answer Key 
Textbook 

Unit 3 

Speaking  

A 

Students' own answers 

Reading   

A 

1. Life will be more comfortable and this will be obvious 

in all aspects of life. 

2. E-books will replace traditional ones and students will 

study at home through on-line 

teaching. 

3. Yes. New medicines will help people get better and 

scientists and researchers are going to find cure to 

many diseases like Aids and cancer. 

4. People will grow new types of crops everywhere even 

on the top of buildings. 

5. Yes, because everyone will have education, health, 

home and food. So love will be everywhere. 

6. Students' own answers. 

B-   

b   2. d     3. a    4. c      

Vocabulary          A- 

predict      2.  improved      3. disease             4.  obvious    5.  

peace    6.  replaces  

Grammar              A-  

1- will      2. are going to      3.  will     4.  is going to/will 

        B..  

       1. d        2. e        3. a        4. b        5. c     

Listening 

A- 

T     2.  F     3.  T    4.  F  

B- 

a   2.  b   3.  a   4.  b    

Pronunciation 

Short e 

egg, vent, lend, tell, bed, end, net, check 

Long e 

deal, seal, need, feet, beef, weak, meat, evil 

Writing 

and   2.  because   3.  but   4.  so   5.  because  

Workbook 

Unit 3 

Speaking  

Students' own answers 

Reading  

A.  

1. They will live easily and cheaply on the 

moon. 

2. They will stay for six months. 

3. They will live there by the end of this 

century. 

4. They will take water from a large ice 

lake. 

B.  

1. F. Someday it is possible. 

2. F. People won't need to wear special-

suits. 

3. F. They won't need to eat. Instead, they 

will take a pill three times a day. 

4. T 

Vocabulary  

 1. normal     2. cheaper      3. breathe      4. 

obtain     5. pills      6. establish 

Grammar  

A.  

1. is going to     2. will     3. am going to      

4. will     5. will 

B.  

1. are going to attend    2. will be      3. will 

lift     4. are going to have       5. will win 

Listening  

A.  

1. b/an architect       2. a/serve his country                  

3. c/exert ……     4. b/ office 

 

B.  

1. T    2. F      3. F     4. T        

Writing 

Answers vary 



Answer Key 

Textbook 

Unit 4 

Speaking   

Students' own answers 

Reading 

A-   

1. Some people think that autonomous 

vehicles will be safer and transportation 

will be more efficient.  

2. Many kinds of drivers./ Truck drivers – 

delivering drivers and taxi drivers. 

3. 3. Government will lose much money 

from parking, speeding fines and petrol 

taxes. 

4. 4. Students' own answers. 

B- 

1. /F/. Driverless cars will increase the 

unemployment. 

2. /T/. 

3. /F/. Only some American cities 

have done long-term planning. 

4. /T/. 

Vocabulary 

A- 

1. insurance      2. long-term      3. 

fined      4. benefit      5. allow     

6. income 

Grammar  

A-   

1.many      2. their      3. much      4. these 

B- 

1. a few      2. many      3. some      4. 

much      5. the      6. These 

Listening  

 A-  

1.b. cool      2. c. parks      3. a. cars        

4. b. computers      5. c. tall  

B- 

 1. True     2. False     3. True     4. False  

Writing 

Complete the following paragraph with 

the suitable words or phrases in the box. 

1-unique       2. open minded        3. 

happy        4. extended      5. Great 

Workbook 

Unit 4 

Speaking  

Students' own answers 

Reading 

A.  

1. We are experiencing a technological 

process every month now.  

2. solar power, wind power and water 

power. 

3. They collect water and use solar 

power.  

4. bikes, electric vehicles (suggested 

answers) 

5. Students' own answers 

B.  

1. C   2. F    3. A    4. E     5. B     6. D  

Vocabulary 

1. assumed      2. similar     

3. degradation      4. renewable       

5. sustainable  

Grammar   

A.  

1. the      2. my      3. many     4. a few    

5. any      6. a little  

B.  

1. Many/Some/A lot of      2. some      

3. The     4. an    5. any  

Listening  

A.  

1. F       2. T      3. F      4. T 

B.  

1. c/ Japanese        2. a/moon                    

3. b/art collector       4. c/application 

Writing 

Student’s answers 



Module3 

Answer Key 

Textbook 

Unit 5 
Reading 

A-Answer the following questions. 

1-Wisdom is knowing what to do next, while skill 

is knowing how to do it. 

2- The cornerstone of good leadership skill is the 

ability to make a decision and stick to it. 

3-Time management is very necessary because 

decisions need to be made quickly. 

4-Teamwork, my family and classmates. 

B-Match column A with B 

1-d  2-a  3-b   4-c 

Vocabulary 

1-awareness 

2-allow 

3priority 

4-outline 

5-collaborate 

Grammar 

A 

1-visited 

2-cycling – were 

3-was – rang – waiting 

B 

1-decided 

2-talked 

3-calling – were 

4-was 

Listening 

A 

1-T         2-F         3-F               4-F 

B 

1-tiny   2- regret    3-advice   4- John`s friends 

Pronunciation 

A-listen to the following words and pay attention to 

the  ^ sound. 

B-classify the words that have  ^ vowel in the 

following table. 

Truck    bud    summer   bungee-jumping  

Writing 

First – Then - After that - Finally. 

Workbook 

Unit 5 

Reading  

A-Answer the following questions. 

1-He went to a cake shop. 

2- He went there to buy his daughter a 

birthday cake. 

3-He asked him to leave because they 

were about to close the store. 

4-He walked out of the store empty- 

handed feeling depressed and 

frustrated.  

5- Answers vary. 

B- 

1- c   2- a   3- e   4- f   5- d 

Vocabulary 

1-available 

2-extremely 

3-regret 

4-investment 

Grammar 

A- 

1-was writing 

2-was preparing 

3-came 

4-arrived 

5-was walking 

B- 

2- was - doing  

3-were walking – started 

4-entered- was talking 

5-was working – met  

6- was using – was packing 

7-was having – knocked 

Listening 

A- 

1-F       2-T             3-F                 4-F 

B 

1- (b)  completely 

2- (c)  are some chances 

3- (a) fight 

 

Writing 

Answers vary 



Answer Key 

Unit 6 

Reading 

A 

1-F(felt happy). She became sad 

2-T 

3-F(abroad ). Edison’s mother decided to 

teach him at home 

4-F(wasn`t ). Edison was able to invent 

something when he grew up. 

B 

Answer the following questions. 

1-The teacher gave Edison a letter. 

2-He began his experiment at home. 

3-No , he didn`t. 

4-He was 30 years old. 

5- answers vary 

Vocabulary 

1- genius       2- experiment                   

3- persisted  4- frustrates 

Grammar 

A 

1-stop 

2-Get in – fasten 

3-Don`t drive 

4-don`t be sick 

B- 

1-quiet 

2-turn 

3-Please 

4-Don`t  

5-smoke 

6-wake 

Listening 

A- 

1-F 2-F  3-T 4-F 

B- 

1-a- a wildfire 

2-c- one thousand 

3-a- teacher 

 

Writing 

Answers vary 

 

Unit 6 

Reading  

A 

1- She designed clothes to people 

with Down Syndrome. 

2- He received a standing ovation for 

his 2015 performance at Camegie 

Hall. 

3- Being the first European with 

Down Syndrome who made his 

decision to obtain a university  

degree. 

4- He was working hard to increase 

employment opportunities for 

people with disabilities. 

B 

1-F   2-T  3-F  4-F 

Vocabulary 

1-footsteps 

2-prove 

3-graduated 

4-specifically 

5-performance 

6-instrument 

Grammar 

A 

1- a. Dress 

2- a. Don`t exercise 

3- b. save 

4- b. Please, don’t interrupt 

B 

1- Be 

2- sit  -   Open     -   let`s 

3- do  

4- Don`t 

Listening 

A 

1-F   2-F   3-T  4-T 

B 

1-world   2- strong   3- sport    4- tougher 

Writing 

Answers vary 

 



Answer Key 

  Review 1 

A 
1- Genes and Life circumstances. 

2--. If we chase wealth, fame, good looks, 

material things, and power. 

3- People who make a habit of caring for the 

wellbeing of others tend to be happier. 

4- When we are so interested in an activity we 

enjoy that we lose track of time. 

5- Being grateful means being thankful. 

Being aware means being open to, 

focusing on, and enjoying the 

experiences of the present moment. 

B- 

a   2-  b   3-a     4-b 
C-  

1- d 

2- a 

3- c 

4- e 

5- b 

Grammar 

D -  
A 

1- a. that      2- b. those     3- a. saw       4- b. 

wakes      5- b. would not permit       6- b.   

haven't heard      7- b. wants   8- b. lives   9- c. 

revolves   10- a. don’t run     

E-  

1-lives   2- knew/knows/has known  3- live  4- 

were watching /   went   5- has already travelled    

6- was sitting/ was cooking    7- drive   8-liked/like  
9-came    10-rang    11-are studying/were 
studying/studied/have studied      12- was working. 

 

 

Progress test 1 

Speaking 

Answers vary. Students’ own answers. 

Reading  
1. He feels exhausted and his legs are shaking; he just hopes 

he is able to complete the trek. 
2. He learnt Nepali’s language to make communication easier. 
3. Liam is a student from Leeds University in England. 
4. Because Liam is younger and stronger than the writer, he is 

also impatient and always walks ahead of the writer. 
5. They are discussing the differences between life in England 

and life in Nepal.  
A 

1. d     2- g     3-  f     4- a     5-b     6- h    7- c     8-e 

Vocabulary 

1-permanent    2- gathered    3-discover   4-beneficial 

5-implemented     6- choice   7-fine 

- Unscramble the words 

1- predict  2- plumber  3-  beneficial  4- revive   

5- multiply  6- struggle  7- available  8- financial  9- 

enroll  10- cart. 

Grammar 
A 
1-(are building) - (need)   2- (leaves)    3- (haven’t visited)  

4-(was running)   5-(was having)     6- (will look)  

7- (was studying)    8- (missed)   9-(called)    10- (Watch)  

B 

to - They - a - his - those - the - but - and - in - of  

Students’ own answers. Here are some suggestions. 

A- Well, how many brothers and sisters have you got?  

B- Yes, they do. / No, they don’t.  

A- So, what does your sister do? /Where does your sister 

work? 

A- How long has she been working there? 

A- What about your brother? /What does your brother do? 

Listening 

A 
1-False       2-False      3-False        4- False 

B 

1-b. (departments)          2- a. (phase)          3- c. (time)                           

4-b.  (important)          5- a. (background)  

Writing    Answers vary 

 



Module  4 

Answer Key 

Unit 7 

Textbook 

Speaking: Students’ own answers 

Reading:  

A 

1. In 1912 the Titanic ship hit an iceberg on its 

first trip across the Atlantic. 

2. Because they were in the icy water for 

hours. 

3. The steamship company had thought that its 

ship would be completely safe in all situations. 

4. Not more than 651 passengers survived. 
B 
1 . e    2- a   3-  d    4- b    5-c 
GRAMMAR 
A 
1 .had ever travelled 
2 . had been in the icy water 
3 . had not yet received 
B 
1 .b                  2. a        3 . d         4. C 
PRONUNCIATION 
Gaze- hate- day- shape- bate- James-shake- ape 
LISTENING 
A 
1.F                2. T     3. F        4. T 
B 
1. passengers   2- c    3-a     4- c 
WRITING 
1. Yesterday he found a ring in his garden. 
2 .I received an invitation to a party from my 
uncle. 
-1. You will have to write this drill twice. 
.2. Sometimes it is pleasant to spend an hour in a 
library./ It is sometimes pleasant to spend an hour 
in a library.  
3. The teacher gave some good advice to the boy./ 
The teacher gave the boy some advice. 
4. Something very funny happened on my way to 
school. 
5. They both reached home again. 
6. Two doctors used to live opposite our house. 
7. I used to visit my cousin in the country very 
often. 

Unit 7 

Speaking: Students’ own answers  
 

Reading:  
A 
 4-     3-      5-      1-     2-  

B 
1 . relatively 
2 . remarkable 
3 . fortunately 
4 . safe 
5. luxurious 
6. humble 
7. incredible 
8. dramatic 
VOCABULARY: table crosswords 

  
GRAMMAR 
A 
1.  had discussed 
2. had already begun 
3. had never seen 
4. came 
B 
1.  felt- had taken 
2. had already given – got 
3. had been- became 
4. was – had stopped 
5. had become- appeared 
6. had never seen- visited 

 
LISTENING 
A 
1. F                2. F     3. F        4. T 
B 
1. b         2. C       3. C       4. b 
WRITING 
Answers vary 
 

 
 
 

 

 



Answer Key 

Unit 8 

Textbook 
Reading:  
A 
1. They use a digital camera , or a smart phone. 
2. He decided he would shoot nice landscapes 
pictures. 
3. When people began scaling skyscrapers, cliffs and 
bridges to capture photos to remember. 
4. (Answers vary, Students’ own answers). 
B 
1 . c 
2 . e 
3 . a 
4 . b 
VOCABULARY 

Down (number 2 is modified: to succeed in 

expressing a feeling, an atmosphere in a picture) 
2. capture             4. Incredible           6. Shoot 
Across 
1. spice up           3. beneficial       5. Skyscrapers                
7. scaling 
GRAMMAR 
A 
1.  e 
2. b 
3. d 
4. a 
5. f 
6. c 

LISTENING 
A 
1.F                2. F     3. T        4. F 
B 
1. b. in the nearby street         2. c. disappeared 
3. c. arrived 
4. b. worried about the matter. 
WRITING 
Answers  vary 

Unit 8 

Workbook 
Reading:  
A 
1.miracle         2. critical         3. tumour        4. survive          
5. tender 
6. surgeon             7. innocence  
B 
1 . The son of the poor family. He had got a tumour in 
his head 
2 . to help the little girl (because the boy’s condition 
was critical and he wanted to help the little girl). 
3 . It costed one pound 
4 . I would do the same (Answers vary) 
VOCABULARY 
1.  miracle 
2. pharmacist 
3. despair 
4. operation 
GRAMMAR 
A 
1.  a. had listened        2.b.  would stop 
3.b.  weren't                 4. a. had taken 
5.b.  weren't 
B 
1. She wishes she had studied hard in school. 
2. He wishes he had visited the Sorbonne. 
3. I wish I were tall enough. 
4. They wish they hadn't spent so much money. 
5. I wish they were younger/ or were not too old…. 
6. We wish we had been kind to her. 
LISTENING 
A 
1.F                2. F     3. T        4. F 
B 
1. b          2-c       3-b          4- a 
 
WRITING 
Answers  vary 

Module 5 

Answer Key 

Textbook    Unit 9 

Speaking:  students’ own answers 

Reading 

A 

Workbook   Unit 9 

Speaking:   students’ own answers 

Reading     A 

To be a responsible, productive member of society, to make a 



1. Because she wanted to motivate her 

students and make them do their best in 

the exam. 

2. She was astonished when she found that 

everyone (all students) had a full mark. 

3. She discovered that all students had 

written the name “Nada” on their papers. 

4. Students’ own answers. Answers vary. 

B 

1. Mariam was a teacher in the school. 

2. She decided to give a gift to the student 

whose marks are excellent. 

3. The gift was a new pair of shoes. 

4. The teacher with her students thought of a 

solution for choosing the winner. 

5. Each student wrote the same name 

“Nada” to get the prize. 

Vocabulary: 

A 

motivate     poverty        award 

B 

poverty.     Award     motivate 

Grammar: 

who       which       whose       whom      where 

which/ that 

d. This is the bank which was robbed yesterday 

e. My parents bought a new house that was very 

expensive 

a. The woman whose car was broken Is my 

neighbour 

b. My sister teaches in a school where we all 

studied 

c. He arrived at seven when it was nearly dark 

Listening: 

A 

False    False.   True       False.  

B.  

b. weak        b. dimple     c. refused      b. months 

Writing: students’ own answers 

positive contribution to her nation, to develop a strong 

character and understand her legal rights as well as her duties. 

When we don’t have what we like, we must like what we have. 

she spends her free time in the school library reading about her 

country’s history and social studies 

answers vary 

B           c.     d         b.        a. 

Vocabulary 

dead      encourage     produce    comfortable 

responsible     talent 

Grammar      A 

which      who      whose     when     which 

where       whom      where      where 

B 

1. A person who has a lot of friends is lucky. 

2. Martha has a brother whose name is Manuel. 

3. That is the house where I grew up in with my sister 

Emilia. 

4. I remember that wonderful summer when the whole 

family gathered again. 

5. Leila gave me a beautiful souvenir which she bought 

from Al-Hamideya souk. 

6. The teacher smiled at Sami who was working very 

hard. 

7. I couldn’t write with that pen which Dana gave me. 

8. I like to eat in that restaurant where the food is healthy 

and the price is reasonable. 

9. Last week I met Mrs. Smith who lives next door. 

Listening        A 

       (5) Can we stop the hands of time 

         (2) When we’re hostages of hate? 

         (3) Will it be heard above 

         (7) In this world of push and shove 

         (1) Can we sing a song of love 

         (4) The shouting at the gate? 

         (8) Can we sing a song of love? 

         (6) Can we hold the hand of fate? 

B    b. fear      b. olive    c. fighting\   a. doors     a. hope 

Writing    students’ own answers 

 

 

 

 



Answer Key- 

Textbook   Unit 10 

Speaking   Students’ own answers. 

Reading            nA- 

Students’ own answers. Here are some samples. 

Time is something valuable. 

It is good to use our time fruitfully. 

Wasting time is a wrong doing. 

if we utilize time properly, we will be able to fulfill our aims 

in life. 

B- 

1-………. they had spent. 

2-……..as more important and valuable than money. 

3-………you master the technique of managing time. 

4- ……, it helps you to achieve more in life. 

Vocabulary       A- 

1-applicable  2-principle   3-efficiently   4-attain     5-

productive  

Grammar 

B-  

1-spoke        2-was           3-had             4-could          5-was 

Pronunciation 

B- 

/U:/ rude - cruel -  true – blue- group- fruit-  

/U/ pull- took- bush- cook- foot- would-  

A- 

1-c                     2- a                 3- b     4- c 

 B-  

 1- F                   2-F                 3-T    4-F 

Writing  

It was Dania's 15th birthday. She didn’t expect us, but her 

mother was in business. She helped us organize this day. 

Dania did not guess anything. 

First, her mother sent Dania to the store. At the same time, 

we were preparing her room for her arrival. 

There were a lot of balls and gifts. For 15 minutes we 

managed to arrange everything just fine, but our plan failed. 

While we were preparing her room, she saw us through the 

window. She was impressed by our preparations. She 

remembers this birthday as the most positive and enjoyable 

one. 

Focus On  

1- It’s seven past nine.          2- It’s two after eight. 

3-It’s five past ten.                4- Seventeen after eleven. 

5-It’s five before (to) two. 

Workbook 

Unit 10 

Reading 
Speaking 
1-He is lying on a sofa, relaxing. 
2-He is eating popcorn-watching TV. 
3-Lazy, Inactive, wasting time…. 
Reading               
A-  
1-He was a lazy man. 
2-He told him to go to his treasury and collect as 
much wealth as he can. 
3-He wasted a lot of time before going to the king’s 
treasury. 
4-He arrived at sunset. 
 B- 
1-F               2-F            3-T           4-T       5- T 
A- 
1-we had met  
2-had passed  
3- if they were  
4-I had read  
5-had cost 
6-was going 
7-had cost 
8-was going  
B-  
1-where her umbrella was. 
2-how we were. 
3-if he had to do it. 
4-where she had been. 
5-which dress she liked best. 
6-what they were doing. 
7-if (whether) I/we had enjoyed the festival. 
Listening 
A-  
1-F               2-T               3-F               4-T 
B- 
1- Grandfather                2-passed         3-fifteen           
4-managed 

 

 



 

Module 6 

Answer Key 

Unit 11 

Textbook 

Speaking      Students’ own answers 

reading - 

A 

It can make you healthier, happier or more 

fulfilled. 

If a person tells you a secret it stays 

between you and him. 

Because people would get upset.  

B 

if you volunteer to help someone. 

don’t say it at all. 

an eye contact  

fully understand the meaning behind them  

Vocabulary 

of      in       to      of        about 

Grammar: 

was changed       were inspired      was 

insulted 

Pronunciation  

/Ↄ/ 

Box 

/Ↄ:/ 

Bought 

Spot Torn 

Clock  Court 

Dock Torch 

Rob Born  

lost  Horn 

 

Listening  

A 

C- Egypt          C-grandparents       C – 

father’s   A-France 

B 

True     False        False 

Writing 

daughter      attend        gifts       friends 

photographs         presents             button 

Unit 11 

Workbook 

Speaking     Students’ own answers 

Reading  

1-False   2-False   3- False    4-True 

B 

c-     a        d        b 

vocabulary  

strange     possible     early      serious 

clear       farther 

Grammar 

A 

were written     delivered    was returned 

gave          were served  

B 

b. was pulled      b. reached      c. was built 

c. me           a. helped 

   C 

was invented by Thomas Edison.  

was awarded a prize. 

were taken for a drive in the new car. 

were designed by Tom  

The winning goal was scored  at the 

championship. 

A new school was built last year. 

Listening 

A 

True      False     False          False 

B 

b-graduation  

c- four years 

a- Cathy  

c- dinner 

writing  

answers vary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Text book   Unit 12  

Speaking     Students’ own answers 

Reading 

A 

1-It refers to the nonverbal signals that we use to 

 Communicate. 

2-  Happiness, sadness ,and surprise 

3- It refers to defense  

Because they are trained on using sign and body language 

 

B  

………………………………… huge part of our daily 

communication  

…………………………………. still convey volumes of 

information  

…………………………………… dislikes or is not 

comfortable with that individual. 

 

Vocabulary  

Verb Noun 

communicate  

 expression  

move  

 suggestion 

 determination  

 defense 

 

Grammar  

Our      itself       our       yourself      themselves      her 

Listening  

A- 

True    False     False      False     False 

B  

c – in the morning       c- his close friends 

a- in the countryside        c  - Friday 

Writing       Answers vary 

Focus on  

Chemistry     liquid        solid        held        shape 

tightly           liquids       poured        container      gases 

invisible       spaces        gas      liquid         solid  

 

 

 

 

Workbook   Unit 12 

Speaking     Students’ own answers 

Reading  

A 

Language is considered a very complex 

form of communication that occurs among 

humans. 

They can use words while talking and they 

cry and make faces to express feelings. 

They communicate with sounds and 

gestures. 

When they are babies, but they slowly learn 

the words of language and use them as a 

form of communication. 

 

B 

True 

False. Babies can slowly learn the words of 

language and use them as a form of 

communication 

True 

False. Animals don’t have a true language 

like humans but they can still communicate. 

Vocabulary 

intellectual        response      gesture 

sign         commands 

    Grammar 

           A 

yours      mine      ours       hers      theirs 

his        its 

          B 

himself     yourselves         themselves 

herself        yourself            myself 

ourselves 

Review of question tags 

don’t you?        is he?          are they? 

did he?        have they?        shall we? 

Listening  

A 

c- wedding        b – a small party     a- buses 

B 

False     True      False       False 

Writing  

Answers vary 

 

 



Answer Key 

Review 2 

A 

1. They will appreciate that you value their 

opinion. 

2. You can help them do their schoolwork or 

clean up. 

3. Respect your teachers, do your homework 

and keep your grades up to the best of your 

ability. 

4. Answers vary 

B 

c     d        a      b 

C 

had      could play      weren’t      wasn’t/weren’t 

weren’t/wasn’t         had    could afford      had 

D 

if the boys were reading the book. 

if Tim was leaving on Friday. 

if it would rain the next day. 

where we played football that day. 

why Nick hadn’t gone to New York the previous 

summer. 

If Max had flown to London two weeks ago. 

E 

A chocolate cake was baked yesterday by the chef. 

A new house was built by workers. 

Students were advised to study well by the school 

manager. 

A lot of coffee was drunk by mom. 

F 

2- is it?       3- aren’t you?        4- didn’t she?         

5-did he?    6- don’t they?      7- hasn’t he? 

8-isn’t it?    9-will he?     10-didn’t she? 

G 

Which      who     who         which      whose 

 

Writing 

Answers vary 

 

 

Progress test II 

Speaking    Students’ own answers. 

Reading   A 

1. Overseas Pen Friends 

2. We only have to sign up to a pen pal 

website. 

3. Because it helps us build bonds with people 

that speak foreign languages. 

4. Being a nice person and willing to learn 

about new experiences. 

5. Answers vary. Students’ own answers. 

 B 

1. different countries and their culture. 

2. from all around the world. 

3. different cultures and different life styles. 

4. respect their privacy and try to learn the best 

from them. 

Vocabulary 

e. make friends    c. start a conversation 

d. create a profile      a. sign up to Facebook 

b. learn about new experiences 

Grammar 

A 

your      their      he    our 

B 

was looking after       heard       ran     were coming 

went        had burnt     was going out    was laying 

had pulled     said\       realized     was holding 

had risked 

C 

1. He asked me how old my father had been 

when I had gone to school. 

2. She said she had liked classical music when 

she had been at school. 

3. My teacher wondered if I played any sports 

at university. 

4. Mark told us they had been to France for a 

month. 

5. I asked Sally when she had gone to the 

party. 

6. He wondered if it had been cold. 

7. She told me that they had stayed in a big 

hotel. 

8. I asked the tourist if he needed directions to 



reach his destination. 

9. He asked him why he had left his job. 

10. He asked where the post office was. 

D 

1. The mistakes were corrected by the teacher. 

2. The wallet was given to the police station 

by Lauren. 

3. The bell was rung a few minutes ago by the 

children. 

4. The whole story was forgotten in a few 

days. 

5. He wasn’t questioned very closely. 

6. Two men were killed yesterday by the wild 

animals. 

E 

1. I bought a car which is very fast. 

2. She worked for a man who used to be an 

athlete. 

3. We broke the computer which/that belonged 

to my father. 

4. She loves books which have happy endings. 

5. He sent an e-mail to my brother who lives 

in Australia. 

6. Michael, who is wearing a blue jumper, is in 

the garden. 

7. The television, which was bought 20 years 

ago, was stolen. 

8. The fruit, which is on the table, isn’t fresh. 

9. The table ,which was my grandmother’s, 

got broken. 

F 

aren’t I?     don’t they?      will she?       can he? 

weren’t we?          shouldn’t I? 

Listening 

A 

T       F       F        T 

B 

b       a          c 

Writing: 

Students’ own answers. 

 

 

 

 


